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 Over the last couple of decades, pulsed electric field (PEF) attained 
substantial consideration in the food industry with an effort to generate 

replacements to conventional thermal treatment. It is recognized to produce 
secure and chill-stable liquid food samples with fresh and nutritional 
qualities. The uniform electric field in the treatment zone has been 
recognized as the main handling parameter. The design of the treatment 
chamber shows an important impact on the effectiveness of the procedure by 
controlling homogenous treatment. This study revealed the homogeneity of 
the electric field strength of the different existing treatment chambers 
through COMSOL Multiphysics and adopted a study to design a co-axial 

treatment chamber for continuous treatment of liquid samples. This research 
helps to adopt some fundamental designing steps for a new treatment 
chamber with a uniform distribution of the electric field. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, a large number of buyers need fresh-like foodstuffs, particularly liquid foods [1-3].  

Thus, keeping the unique flavour, colour qualities and high nutritive quality during the treatment is 
demanding significantly. Conventionally, the deterioration of microbes is executed by thermal procedures. 

However, it yields modifications to the flavour and taste along with nutrient damage. One of choice to the 

usual techniques, PEF is concentrated on as a non-thermal protection strategy used in the pasteurization 

process to an effectively inactive microbial cell in the liquid foods [4-7]. Generally, PEF treatment systems 

contain treatment chambers, pulse power modulator, sample-handling and monitoring systems [5-6, 8].  

The treatment chamber is utilized to hold electrodes as well as an enclosure to contain a food product [9-10]. 

It offers a high voltage towards food products through a couple of electrodes. Hence, designing of the 

treatment chamber is an essential feature in the growth of the PEF treatment system. 

The PEF technology can be required intended for liquid food to enhance shelf life. As a way to meet 

this kind of demand, various laboratories, educational research institutions and groups happen to be planned, 

developed, produced and also utilized PEF treatment chambers for non-thermal of fruit juice [8, 11].  

The design of the treatment chamber was progressively developed from static to continuous. Within the static 
chambers, a bunch of food samples is treated as a product using revealing all the fluids to the treatment zone 

within a chamber [12]. On the other side, the continuous chambers treat moving liquid samples from the 
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treatment zone in a very stable mode through a pump motor [13-14]. The chamber configuration displays a 

critical impact on the efficiency of the methodology by influencing treatment uniformity, the maximum value 

of the field, and product quantity [15]. The challenge is to outline a mechanical design of a chamber equipped 

for working at uniform electric field intensities without dielectric breakdowns [16]. Figure 1 shows cross-

sectional views of a different configuration of electrodes in the design of the treatment chambers for liquid 

food processing. Parallel plate chambers provide homogenous treatment but mostly display poor treatment 

uniformity. The parallel configuration of electrodes produces a field improvement problem at the edges, and co-linear 

electrodes overestimated the actual exposure of the electric fields inside the treatment area [17-18]. Hence, the 
combination of coaxial electrodes provides an almost uniform pulsed electric field. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

 

Figure 1. Cross-sectional views of arrangements of treatment chambers; (a) parallel plate,  

(b) Co-axial, (c) Collinear 

 

 

The co-axial chamber is composed of two hollow cylinders with the direction of the electric field 

directed radially, whereas the flow moves axially. Inside this chamber, the dispersion of the electric fields is 

non-homogeneous from the internal towards the external cylinder [19]. However, the higher the radius of  
the electrodes (at a given gap), the more homogeneous is the distribution of electric fields. As the impedance 

of the load (treatment chamber with some sample) is affected by liquid food and also amends the applied 

high voltage pulses. Different impedance for various foods is an inevitable obstacle to the examination of the 

PEF treatment system and can be overcome by using a coaxial chamber [2]. The internal electrode of the 

coaxial chamber permits adjustments at several values of resistivity [20-21]. This configuration can be 

operated at higher electric field intensities with less rise in temperature of treated material [22-23]. There is a 

need to direct future research towards continuous mode to meet industrial uptake. However, this will require 

substantial funding and research collaboration to support this research scope. 

Some fundamental steps are required to consider the geometrical designing of any treatment 

chamber. After designing, it's mandatory to analyze it through some simulation study. This paper discusses 

some design issues and compares the uniformity of the electric field to some earlier designed treatment 

chamber before and compare them with our new strategy of the continuous coaxial treatment chamber.  
This comparison included uniformity of the treatment chamber for the applied electric field by COMSOL 

Multiphysics 

 

 

2. COMSOL MULTIPHYSICS MODEL 

Computer simulation has developed a necessary part of research and development. A simulation 

environment is simply an interpretation of actual physical laws into their computer-generated form.  

COMSOL Multiphysics is a computational software that permits scholars to precisely simulate with 

numerous diverse conditions. A particular model can integrate with several physical properties of the system.  

The researcher creates the geometry, chooses materials for each part of the geometry, and applies the suitable 

Physics study to the design. Initially, it generates meshes of the geometry, which is a web of multiple points. 
Later on, these points are used to calculate the physical results from the selected study. It also facilitates 

parameters sweep and user-defined variables for alterations in the systems.  

The AC/DC module is used in the study of the electric fields in the treatment chamber. It facilitates 

the application of electric potentials, charges, and grounds to geometries. This module governs by the 

classical electrostatics, conservation of charge, and Coulomb‟s Law. Thus it facilitates to study the electric 
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fields and potential electric fields with plots and graphs. The following two equations demonstrate the charge 

conservation and classical electrostatics in AC/DC Electrostatics module, 

 

𝐸=−𝛻𝑉 (1) 

 

𝛻∙𝐷=𝜌𝑓 (2) 

 

where „E‟ is the electric field strength (kV/cm), „V‟ is the applied voltage (kV), „D‟ is the electric 
displacement field (C-m-2), and „ρf‟ is the free electric charge density (i.e., number of free charges per unit volume). 

Selection of the materials and modify accordingly of treatment chambers, which was performed by the data used in 

the research. It is recommended to mesh the design with the minimum conceivable size to permits COMSOL 

execution in a reasonable time interval. Usually, 3D models consume more memory and time resources than 

the 2D model. Similarly, the symmetric design is easy to simulate than an asymmetric one. A stationary study 

is only required when the variables under consideration are time-independent and  

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

In this section, it is explained the results of research and at the same time is given the 

comprehensive discussion. The discussion is done in the following sub-sections. 

 

3.1. Continuous treatment chamber 

Static chambers can only process a given volume of liquid food at a time, for experimental 

applications. However, a dynamic chamber qualifies continuous processing for industrial application [24]. 

Normally, The treatment chambers for PEF treatment of continuous flowing liquids were evolved based on  

the static treatment chamber [20]. Alkhafaji, in 2007, has designed a treatment chamber for continuous 

flowing liquid treatment, as shown in Figure 2(a). Figure 2(b) shows the electric field distribution through 

COMSOL. It shows that near the corners of the electrode and the chamber body, the electric field strength 

was more than the treatment region.  

During treatment, a cooling system is also used to keep up the sample liquid inside the calculated 

temperature value [25]. Therefore, Pizzichemi has proposed a coaxial treatment chamber with liquid flowing 

inside the high voltage electrodes to overcome the heating effects at the surface of the electrodes, as shown 
below in Figure 3. Additionally, as the resistance of the chamber is sample dependent so it is a limitation in  

the design of the treatment chamber. The internal electrode of the coaxial chamber permits adjustments at 

several values of resistivity [20-21]. This design contained a movable inner electrode that could permit us to 

adjust too many estimations of resistivity. 

 

 

 
 

(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 1. Treatment chamber designed by Alkhafaji [21], (a) solid work model, (b) distribution of  

electric fields 
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(a) 

 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 2. (a) Coaxial chamber with coolant system by Pizzichemi‟s design [18], (b) Distribution of  

electric field 

 

 

3.2. Designing methodology 

Accurate measurements of the treatment chamber are essentially required for estimation of  

the homogenous distribution of the electric field within the treatment region. For coaxial shaped electrode 

configuration, the electric field strength is the highest near the region of the electrode connected to the high 

voltage supply. The field strength inside at any location „r‟, such that   <r<    is given by the following equation: 

 

E = 
 

    
  
  

 
 (3) 

 

where „r‟ is the radius of the circle upon which an electric field is measured.      and      are the radii of the 

internal and external electrode surface, individually. In spite of the non-homogeneous distribution of the 

electric fields, this sort of treatment chamber got broad consideration because of its straightforward setup and 

homogeneous fluid flow. 

 

3.3. Simulation results 

For the PEF treatment of liquid food, some geometries of the continuous treatment chambers are 

studied in this research. Based on the earlier designs of the treatment chambers, optimization of the treatment 

parameters has been done to attain superior performance of the PEF treatment. This design ensures the higher 

resistance and minimum variations in the electric field intensities for orange juices. There is no corner of  
the electrodes that cause increasing the uniformity of the applied electric field strength. It helps to further 

investigation of the treatment chamber not only with coaxial but others as well. 

Figure 3 depicts that the variation in the electric field reduces with the increase in the radii of  

the electrodes. On the other side, (3) is only valid for the case where radii are not too much than the length of 

the chamber. For the given design, the peak electric field intensity is 13.33kV/cm, and the least intensity is 

11.11kV/cm. Thus the utmost variation of intensity within the treatment region is 2.2kV/cm. It's relatively 

easy to design a pulsed power supply at the lower output voltage. 

The electrical impedance of the treatment chamber controls the output pulse of the pulse generator. 

Dimensional characteristics of the electrodes and the electrical conductivity of liquid are the main parameters 

responsible for the electrical resistance. The electrical characteristics of electrodes are also affected by some 

other physical properties of the electrodes such as surface roughness and contamination by biological 

materials such as protein or fat deposits [26]. For collinear chamber configurations, numerical simulations 
and the experimental measurement of the voltage and current can be used to determine resistance [27].  

For medium-size volumes, coaxial treatment chambers can effectively produce precise characterized electric 

field distribution [28]. A treatment chamber containing a liquid food sample can be modelled through a 

parallel combination of resistance and a capacitor [29]. A single resistance can replace this electrical model 

as the value of resistance is much lower than capacitance. For a coaxial configuration, the equivalent 

resistance and capacitance can be calculated as: 
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 (4) 

 

   
       

          
 (5) 

 

The above equations show that the electrical resistance is controlled by the conductivity „  of  

the sample, which is a temperature-dependent parameter. However, the conductivity of the sample food 

undergoes to increase. Table 1 shows the value of electrical conductivities of different liquid samples at 

different temperatures. Thus, the offer resistance and the required current is also being affected by  

the temperature of the treated liquid because Hence, electrical resistance can vary from several tens to several 

hundred amperes in practice and depend on case to case. During this designing, we have used the values of 
conductivity at 22oC. 

 

 

Table 1. Samples conductivity (s/cm) with temperature [29] 
Liquid Sample 4°C 22°C 30°C 40°C 

Beer 0.0008 0.0014 0.0016 0.0019 

Light Beer 0.0008 0.0012 0.0014 0.0017 

Black Coffee 0.0014 0.0018 0.0020 0.0024 

Coffee with milk 0.0027 0.0036 0.0040 0.0047 

Apple Juice 0.0019 0.0024 0.0028 0.0033 

Grape Juice 0.0006 0.0008 0.0009 0.0010 

Lemonade 0.0008 0.0012 0.0014 0.0017 

Limeade 0.0009 0.0012 0.0013 0.0016 

Orange Juice 0.0031 0.0036 0.0043 0.0050 

Skim Milk 0.0033 0.0051 0.0059 0.0071 

Whole milk 0.0036 0.0053 0.0062 0.0068 

Carrot Juice 0.0079 0.0115 0.0128 0.0148 

Tomato Juice 0.0119 0.0169 0.0197 0.0237 

 

 

In any configuration of electrodes, the cross-sectional controls the current density and the force 

applied. Therefore, the kind and geometry of the electrode are important for the designing of the electrical 

system for PEF processing. The applied high voltage generates an electric current flow dependent on the 

electrical conductivity of the sterilization chamber with media. A current associated with the conductivity of the 

liquid passes through the chamber at the field applied, thus delivering energy to the liquid. The model of a 

treatment chamber is the parallel combination of resistance and a capacitor. Since the resistance of the treatment 

chamber with liquid foods is very low as compared to their capacitance so that load can be considered as a pure 

resistive. Table 1 shows the measured conductivity of a variety of treated liquid foods with resistances in the 

respective treatment chamber. For this research, we have selected the conductivity of orange juices. 
Figure 4 shows that electrical resistance reduces with an increase in the length of the treatment 

chamber. Thus, the smaller resistance requires more current from the power supply and produces more 

problems in the designing of the supply. Furthermore, the electrical resistance of the coaxial treatment 

chamber also increases with decreases in the radii of the electrodes as shown in Figure 5. However, it is 

contradictory to the variation of the electric field strength with radii. So we need to decide a proper design to 

accommodate both of these limitations 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Variation of electric field strength with 

electrodes gap of 5 mm and different applied 

voltages 

 
 

Figure 5. Variation of electrical resistance with the 

temperature of orange juice in the co-axial chamber at the 

gap between the electrode also influences the electrical 

resistance of the coaxial treatment chamber 
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However, the larger gap reduces the electric field strength inside the treatment zone. To accommodate 

this problem, we need to design a pulsed power supply with higher output. Thus it supports to use a gap of 

0.5cm between the electrodes. Based on the above study, we have designed the following co-axial treatment 

chamber for liquid food treatment as shown in Figure 6. For the new design, we have decided on the radii of 

3cm and 2.5cm with a length of 3cm in the treatment zone as shown in Figure 7 different lengths. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Variation of electrical resistance with  

the temperature of orange juice at different radii 

with a gap of 5mm 

 
 

Figure 7. Variation of electrical resistance with a 

temperature rise of orange juice in the co-axial 

chamber at a different gap (2cm length) 

 

 

For this design, the distribution of the electric field is similar to the other coaxial chambers without 

any sharp edge as shown in Figure 8. The electrode surfaces were planned to reduce field improvement, 

intending to escape electrical breakdown. It utilized a suitable design to ensure that the whole sample food 

could flow inside the treatment zone before exiting the treatment region. It is likewise significant that in this 

structure, aside from for the consideration of an inlet or outlet port, one end of the coaxial arrangement of action was 

closed, so field bordering is decreased, which could be further decreased with the correct decision of materials.  

The last electrode configuration in the treatment area is outlined in Figure 7. A dielectric material 
acrylic is utilized to assembly the path for sample flow and hold the electrodes. Both the internal high voltage 

electrode and the external grounded electrode is designed with stainless steel. In the treatment area,  

the electrical field distribution was measured by importing this newly designed assembly into COMSOL and 

the final result is shown in the following Figure 8. Electric field distribution of the newly designed co-axial 

treatment chamber as shown in Figure 9.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Final dimensions of the coaxial  

treatment chamber 

 
 

Figure 9. Electric field distribution of the newly 

designed co-axial treatment chamber 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION  

For the PEF treatment of liquid food, some geometries of the continuous treatment chambers are 
studied in this research. Based on the earlier designs of the treatment chambers, optimization of the treatment 
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parameters has been done to attain superior performance of the PEF treatment. This design ensures the higher 

resistance and minimum variations in the electric field intensities for orange juices. There is no corner of  

the electrodes that cause increasing the uniformity of the applied electric field strength. It helps to further 

investigation of the treatment chamber not only with coaxial but others as well. 
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